KEYWORDS IN GEOGRAPHY
hilary seminar series//transformations cluster//school of geography & environment//oxford

Drawing inspiration from Raymond Williams’ book *Keywords: A vocabulary to culture and society*, this series will open a dialogue on meanings and usages of key analytical concepts across contexts, histories, and disciplines.

**URBAN**
Thursday 31 January 4pm
**Jennifer Robinson, UCL**
*with discussant Michael Keith, University of Oxford*

**POSTCOLONIAL**
Tuesday 5 February 4pm
**Tariq Jazeel, University of Sheffield**
*with discussant Richard Powell, University of Oxford*

**CRISIS**
Tuesday 19 February
**Wendy Larner, University of Bristol**
*with discussant Dariusz Wojcik, University of Oxford*

**RACE/CASTE**
Thursday 28 February 4pm
**Caroline Bressey, UCL and Alpa Shah, Goldsmith**
*in conversation*

**WHITENESS**
Thursday 7 March 4pm
**Anoop Nayak, Newcastle University**
*with discussant Linda McDowell, University of Oxford*

Seminars will be held in the Herbertson Room.
Oxford University Centre for the Environment (Dyson Perrins Bldg) South Parks Road
All are welcome. Drinks will be served after.

Convenors
Dr Esther Rootham (esther.rootham@ouce.ox.ac.uk) // Sahar Romani (sahar.romani@ouce.ox.ac.uk)